Abstract—Signature amortization schemes have been introduced for authenticating multicast streams, in which, a single signature is amortized over several packets. The hash value of each packet is computed, some hashes values are appended to other packets, forming what is known as hash chain. These schemes divide the stream into blocks, each block is a number of packets, the signature packet in these schemes is either the first or the last packet of the block. Amortization schemes are efficient solutions in terms of computation and communication overhead, specially in real-time environment. The main effective factor of amortization schemes is it’s hash chain construction. Some studies show that signing the first packet of each block reduces the receiver’s delay and prevents DoS attacks, other studies show that signing the last packet reduces the sender’s delay. To our knowledge, there is no studies that show which is better, to sign the first or the last packet in terms of authentication probability and resistance to packet loss.

In this paper we will introduce another scheme for authenticating multicast streams that is robust against packet loss, reduces the overhead, and prevents the DoS attacks experienced by the receiver in the same time. Our scheme-the Multiple Connected Chain signing the First packet (MCF) is to append the hash values of specific packets to other packets, then append some hashes to the signature packet which is sent as the first packet in the block. This scheme is especially efficient in terms of receiver’s delay. We discuss and evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme against those that sign the last packet of the block.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The authentication of multicast streams using signature amortization requires a single signature for each group of packets, which is known as a block. The signature packet is usually the last or the first packet of each block. Signing the last packet increases the receiver’s delay and buffer capacity. More over the receivers may mount denial of service (DoS) attacks; that is, if any receiver does not receive the signature as the first packet of the block, then he is forced to keep in buffer some unsecured packets. The reason is that the receiver is unable to verify the packets authenticity immediately, that is, whether these packets are valid or not [1], [2].

In previous works [3], [4], [5], we introduced a Multiple Connected Chains (MC) model for amortization schemes that signs the last packet of each block. So as to overcome DoS attacks, we introduce and discuss our scheme by signing the first packet of the block. We also discuss signing the first packet and its effect on the authentication probability, loss resistance and the buffer capacities and delays of the sender and receivers. We show how to measure the efficiency metrics of amortization schemes, such as overhead, loss resistance and the authentication probability. We compare the results of our introduced scheme with MC model, so as to show which is better to sign the first or the last packet of the block.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces our authentication scheme. In Section III we analyze the efficiency of our scheme in terms of overhead and in Section IV in terms of loss resistance. The authentication probability of our scheme is derived and analyzed in Section V. In Section VI we show the required buffer and delay for both the sender and receiver. In Section VII we evaluate the performance of our scheme and in Section VIII we present previous works on stream authentication schemes. In Section IX we give the conclusion of our study.

II. OUR AUTHENTICATION SCHEME

In this section we describe our authentication scheme that signs the first packet of each block so as to be robust against DoS attacks. We call the model of our scheme a Multiple Connected Chains signing the First packet (MCF). Table I shows the notation used in this paper. A sender intends to send a stream of N messages to receivers. Each message M

Fig. 1 shows the appended hashes to each packet according to MCF, when ν = 3. So as to construct MCF model and be robust against packet loss, we need the value of ν as ν ≥ 2. For each block μ hashes are concatenated together and signed using the sender’s digital key. Let P
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The sender then concatenates the $\mu$ hashes $H(P_{j1}), H(P_{j2}), \cdots, H(P_{j\mu})$ together and signs them to construct the signature packet $P_{\text{sig1}}$, then sends $P_{\text{sig1}}$. Then starts sending the packets of the block. The receivers upon receiving the packets, can verify and use each packet directly without delay.

The authentication steps that the sender performs are the same for each block, so we describe these steps for a single block as follows:

1. Choose value of $\nu$
2. Determine the number of chains $c$
3. Choose values of $\mu$ and $k$
4. Buffers the packets of the block
5. Append necessary hash values to $P_i$, compute $H(P_i)$ and buffer it, where $i = ck, ck - 1, \cdots, 1$
6. Choose $E(\mu)$
7. Append $\mu$ hashes to $P_{\text{sig}}$, sign and send $P_{\text{sig}}$.
8. Send $P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq ck$

While the verification steps the receivers perform for a single block are as follows:

1. Receive $P_{\text{sig}}$.
2. Resort the order of the received packets $P_i, 1 \leq i \leq ck$.
3. Retrieve $H(P_{j1}), H(P_{j2}), \cdots, H(P_{j\nu})$.
4. Compute $H(P_i)$ and retrieve $H(P_{i+1}), H(P_{i+c}), \cdots, H(P_{i+(\nu-1)c})$.
5. Compare the computed hash values to the retrieved ones.
6. After verifying $P_{ck}$, the receiver starts using the received packets.

### III. Overhead

The computation overhead is the number of additional information such as hashes and digital signatures that the sender computes so as to authenticate the packets. According
to our scheme the sender computes $N$ hash values for a stream of $N$ messages and a single signature packet for each block.

While the communication overhead means the total size of added information to the packets to authenticate it. The overhead is an important metric to measure the efficiency of the authentication schemes. In this section we show how to measure the communication overhead per packet according to our scheme, the parameters that affect the overhead and how to choose the values of these parameters.

Since a packet $P_i$ in MCF model contains hashes of succeeding packets, $P_{ck}$ no additional hashes. While each of the remaining packets of the $k$th slice $\{P_{ck−1}, P_{ck−2}, \ldots, P_{(k−1)c}\}$ contains only a single hash, that is, there are $c−1$ hashes in the $k$th slice. Each packet of the $(k−1)$th slice $\{P_{(k−2)c+1}, P_{(k−2)c+2}, \ldots, P_{(k−1)c}\}$ contains 2 hashes, so there are $2c$ hashes in the $(k−1)$th slice. The number of hashes in $\{P_{(k−v)c+1}, P_{(k−v)c+2}, \ldots, P_{ck}\}$ is $c−1+2c+3c+\cdots+\nu c$; that is, $(\nu^2+\nu)c−1$ each packet of the remaining packets $\{P_{(k−v)c+1}, P_{(k−v)c+2}, \ldots, P_{(k−1)c}\}$ contains $\nu$ hashes, so there are $\nu(ck−vc)$ hashes. Accordingly, the total number of hashes $\beta$ that are appended to the packets of a block of size $ck$ packets is computed as:

$$\beta = \left(\frac{\nu−\nu^2}{2} + \nu k\right)c − 1.$$  \hfill (3)

**Definition 1:** The communication overhead per packet $\delta$ in bytes is the total size of the hashes that are appended to the whole packets of a block and the size of the signature packets divided by $ck$.

$$\delta = \frac{hβ + s}{ck}.$$ \hfill (4)

Multiplying the hashing value $h$ by $\beta$ gives the total size of all hashes that are appended to the whole packets of a block, while there is a signature packet of size $s$ in each block. Solving Equation (4) accordingly, gives the following:

$$\delta = \frac{hμ−\nu^2}{2} + hν − \left(\frac{h + s}{ck}\right).$$ \hfill (5)

The overhead per packet $\delta$ decreases as the block size $ck$ increases as Equation (5) shows. This can be achieved by increasing the number of chains $c$, the number of slices $k$ or both. Fig. 3 depicts $\delta$ in terms of $c$ for a block size of 80 packets when $c = 16, ν = 2, s = 128$ bytes and $h = 64$ bytes.

We showed how to measure the overhead per packet according to MCF model, now we show how to determine the values of the parameters $ν, μ$ and the set $E(μ)$. There are two kinds of packet loss the scheme need to resist, random and burst packet losses. The values of $ν$ and $μ$ must be chosen so as to resist both losses. According to the expected loss ratio $τ$, the sender can choose the value of $ν$ so as to guarantee the receive of at least one packet of $A(c, ν)$ with the desired probability, which is equal to $1 − τ^ν$. So as to resist longer burst loss we increase the value of $c$ instead of increasing $ν$ and $μ$ so as to reduce the overhead as will be shown in Section IV.

The appropriate value of $μ$ can be chosen in the same manner $ν$ have been chosen. While we choose the packets of $E(μ)$ such that the distance in number of packets between $P_{j_1}$ and $P_{j_2}$, is greater than the length of the expected burst $b$ so as to guarantee that at least one packet is received. Accordingly, choosing $j_μ − j_1 ≥ b$ guarantees achieving that goal wherever the burst occurs. The reason to choose the packets of $E(μ)$ in terms of $b$ is that Internet packet loss is burst in nature, and if a packet $P_i$ is lost, packet $P_{i+1}$ is likely to be lost [6], [7], [8].

**IV. LOSS RESISTANCE AND NUMBER OF CHAINS**

Loss resistance $ℓ$ is the maximum number of lost packets the scheme can sustain and still able to authenticate the received packets. Loss resistance is another important metric to measure the efficiency of the authentication scheme. The stronger resistance against packet loss is achieved, the more efficient the scheme is. In this section we show how to measure the loss resistance $ℓ$ that our scheme can achieve and how to choose the appropriate value of the parameter $c$ that has the great influence of our scheme.

Packet $P_{i+(ν−1)c}$ is the farthest packet that has its hash $H(P_i)$ appended to a packet $P_i$ according to MCF model. So loss resistance is equal to the number of packets between $P_i$ and $P_{i+(ν−1)c}$, accordingly:

$$ℓ = (\nu − 1)c − 1.$$ \hfill (6)

Where $i ≥ (\nu − 1)c$. Equation (6) shows that stronger loss resistance $ℓ$ is achieved by increasing $c$, which reduces the overhead $δ$ in the same time.

The number of chains $c$, plays the main role in the efficiency of our model in terms of overhead and loss resistance. We choose the appropriate value of $c$ in terms of the length of the expected burst loss $b$. The scheme must resist the expected $b$; otherwise, the authentication of the received packets that lies before the start of the burst becomes impossible. Accordingly, $(\nu − 1)c − 1 ≥ b$, that is,

$$c ≥ \left[\frac{b + 1}{\nu − 1}\right].$$ \hfill (7)

**V. AUTHENTICATION PROBABILITY**

The authentication probability is an important metric to measure the efficiency of the authentication scheme. In this
section we derive the authentication probability of our scheme using 2-state Markov model and analyze the authentication probability in terms of several parameters.

According to MCF model, packet $P_i$ is authenticated if at least one packet of $E(\mu)$ and at least one packet of $A(c, \nu)$ are received, in addition to signature packet $P_{sig}$. Note that for $P_i$ to be authenticated, all the whole packets of $E(\mu)$, $A(c, \nu)$ or both cannot be lost.

For the purpose of deriving the authentication probability of $P_i$, we assume the followings:

- The derivation applies to a single block.
- Packets $P_i$ and $P_{sig}$ are received.
- $i + (\nu - 1)c \leq j_1$. This means that the farthest packet that contains the hash of $P_i$ lies before the first packet of those that have hashes appended to $P_{sig}$.

Let $P_r\{P_i\}$ denote the authentication probability of packet $P_i$ when $P_i$ is received, then $P_r\{P_i\}$ is expressed as:

$$P_r\{P_i\} = P_r(P_i \text{ is verifiable} | P_i \text{ is received}).$$

The burst packet loss is well characterized using 2-state Markov model [6], [7]. Fig. 4 shows the 2-state Markov model where $r$ represents the probability that the next packet is lost, provided the previous one has arrived. $q$ is the transition probability from loss state to receive state, and it is opposite to $r$.

### A. Authentication Probability Using 2-State Markov Model

According to 2-state Markov model depicted in Fig. 4, and receive and loss states are denoted 0 and 1, respectively.

**Theorem 1:** Based on 2-state Markov model the authentication probability of the $i$th packet $P_i$ in a block of MCF is given as follows, when $i + (\nu - 1)c \leq j_1$:

$$P_r\{P_i\} = \sum_{g,h} \left\{ \left[ \prod_{j=1}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_j h_j} \right) \right] \prod_{l=1}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right) \prod_{l=2}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right) \right\} \right.$$  

where $g_j \in \{0, 1\}$, $l = 1, 2, \ldots, \nu$, $g = (g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_\nu) \neq (1, 1, 1, \ldots, 1)$. Also $h_l \in \{0, 1\}$, $l = 1, 2, \ldots, \mu$, $h = (h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_\mu) \neq (1, 1, 1, \ldots, 1)$.

Proof: Since $P_i$ is received, there is a single transition state from $P_i$ to $P_{i+1}$, so the transition probability is denoted $p_{0g_1}$. There are $(\nu - 1)$ transition states from $P_{i+1}$ to $P_{i+c}$, so the transition probability is denoted $p_{g_1 h_1}$. On the other hand, there are $c$ transition states between every two adjacent packets of $A(c, \nu) - \{P_{i+1}\}$, so we have transition probability $\prod_{l=2}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right)$, and in total we have transition probability $p_{0g_1} \prod_{l=2}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right) \prod_{l=2}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right) \prod_{l=1}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right)$. Also a signature packet is assumed to be received and $\mu$ hashes of previous packets are appended to it. Since $i + (\nu - 1)c \leq j_1$, we have $(j_1 - i - (\nu - 1)c)$ transition states from $P_{i+(\nu-1)c}$ to $P_{j_1}$, and the transition probability is denoted $p_{g_1 h_1} \prod_{l=2}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right)$. There are $(j_2 - j_1)$ transition states from $P_{j_1}$ to $P_{j_2}, \ldots, (j_\mu - j_{\mu-1})$ transition states from $P_{j_{\mu-1}}$ to $P_{j_\mu}$, so we have transition probability $\prod_{l=1}^{\nu-1} \left( p_{g_l h_l} \right)$. The total of the whole transition probabilities gives the desired result.

**B. Analysis of the Authentication Probability**

The analysis of the MCF model and the effect of the parameters $\nu, \mu, c$ and the two probabilities $r$ and $q$ of Markov model are the same as those of MC model introduced in [5] when applied to a single block. When the analysis is applied to the whole stream MCF model achieves lower authentication probability, since the blocks of MCF model are not connected to each other as mentioned in Section II.

### VI. BUFFER CAPACITY AND DELAY

The sender and receivers delays in number of packets as well as the buffers capacities are important metrics to measure the efficiency of the authentication scheme specially in real time streaming, where the receivers usually do not buffer large amounts of unconsumed data. In this section we show the effect of MCF model on the delays and buffers capacities for both the sender and the receivers.

#### A. Sender’s Buffer and Delay

Since the first packet of each block is signed, the sender experiences a $ck$ packet delay. The sender needs to buffer $(\nu - 1)c + 1$ hashes so as to compute the hash value of any packet $P_i$ in addition to $\mu$ hashes necessary to compute the signature packet $P_{sig}$. While he needs to buffer the whole $ck$ packets of each block before sending $P_{sig}$. Accordingly, the sender’s buffer size $\alpha$ is given as:

$$\alpha = (\nu - 1)c + \mu + ck + 1$$

This equation shows that the sender’s buffer capacity increases as $c$ increases for a single block.

#### B. Receiver’s Buffer and Delay

Since the packets reach the receiver unordered, he needs to resort them before starting the verification. The receiver can verify the received packets with less delay, that is, a single packet delay, since the signature packet is signed at the beginning of each block and packet $p_i$ contains hashes of succeeding packets. The receiver needs to buffer $(\nu - 1)c + 1$ hash values that are retrieved from the packets in addition to the $\mu$ hash values that are retrieved from the signature packet for verification purposes. Accordingly, the receiver’s buffer size $\alpha$ is given as:

$$\alpha = (\nu - 1)c + \mu + 1.$$
VII. EVALUATION

In this section we discuss and evaluate the performance of our scheme in terms of hash chain construction, loss resistance, authentication probability and sender’s and receiver’s delay against perviously introduced scheme MC model [5], which signs the last packet of the block.

A. Hash Chain Construction

The MCF model signs the first packet of the block, while the MC model signs the last one. Signing the first packet prevents us from connecting the blocks with each other, which affects the authentication probability and the resistance against burst packet loss for some packets of the block as will be shown next subsection.

B. Loss Resistance

Our MCF model achieves loss resistance equal to $\ell = (\nu - 1)c - 1$ as given by equation (6) for a single block only, since the blocks are not connected to each other, which means that the $c$ packets that preceed $P_{\text{sig}}$ do not achieve same resistance to burst loss as those of the other packets of the block. The MC model achieves resistance to burst loss equals to $(\nu - 1)c - 1$ for the whole stream.

C. Authentication Probability

MCF model achieves less authentication probability for the whole stream comparing to MC model because hashes of some packets of a block, according to MCF model, are not appended to packets of a successor block.

D. Sender’s Delay

Our previous scheme using MC model signs the last packet of a block. Therefore, the sender experiences a delay of a single packet. While in this scheme, using MCF model, where the first packet of each block is signed, the sender experiences a delay of $ck$ packets, where $c$ is the number of chains in MCF model and $k$ is the number of slices in a block.

E. Receiver’s Delay

Using MC model, the receiver’s delay depends solely on the block size, as the receiver has to buffer all the packets preceeding the signature packet, and wait until $P_{\text{sig}}$ is received. In MCF model, however, the receiver experiences only a single packet delay, since the signature packet is received at the beginning of each block and packet $P_i$ contains hashes of succeeding packets. So the receiver can authenticate and use every packet at once upon receiving.

VIII. RELATED WORKS

Signing each packet of the stream separately is impractical solution in terms of computation and communication overhead and delay on both sender and receivers [9], even if we try to fasten the signing process using schemes such as in [1]. To reduce the number of signatures, TESLA [8] was introduced depending on time synchronization between sender and receivers.

Another approach used a single signature for each block of packets called signature amortization schemes were introduced, such as Authentication Tree [1], EMSS [8] and Augmented Chain [10]. The security of signature amortization schemes was introduced by Gennaro and Rohatgi in [11]. EMSS increases the weak loss resistance of the scheme introduced in [8] by increasing the number of hashes that are appended to a packet randomly chosen and apply multiple hashes to the signature one. According to [2] and [12] appending more hashes to other packets will increase the overhead. The AC algorithm uses a deterministic way to strengthen resistance to loss as introduced in [13].

IX. CONCLUSION

Signing the first packet of a block reduces the receiver’s delay and prevents the Denial of Service (DoS) attacks that is experienced by the receiver, but it affects negatively on the authentication probability and resistance to burst loss comparing to MC model where the signature packet is the last one of the block.

As future works, we will study the use of the Forward Error Correction (FEC) with our MC and MCF models to see the effect of it on the performance of our schemes.
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